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Keilanmuodostus on teknologia, jota tullaan käyttämään tulevissa neljännen ja viidennen sukupolven matkapuhelinverkoissa. Keilanmuodostus suoritetaan säätämällä
lähetettävien signaalien vaiheita ja amplitudeja moniantennisessa lähettimessä. Keila muodostuu, kun lähetettävät signaalit interferoivat konstruktiivisesti halutussa
suunnassa. Säätäminen voidaan tehdä digitaalisesti, mikä vaatii matriisi–vektorikertolaskua. Koska kertolaskun suorituksen frekvenssi on korkea, on suorittamiseen
syytä käyttää raudalla toteutettua kertojaa.
Työssä kehitetään skaalautuva matriisi–vektori-kertoja, joka soveltuu keilanmuodostukseen. Kertoja perustuu poikkeavaan algoritmiin, jossa ei käytetä rekoodausta
ja jonka kantaluku on kahdeksan. Kertojasta on suunniteltu hyvin skaalautuva. Se
tukee sekä reaalisten että kompleksisten kokonaislukujen kertolaskua, kaiken pituisia
lukuja ja käytännössä kaiken kokoisia matriiseja ja vektoreja. Kukin kertojan parametri voidaan määrittää lähdekoodissa vastaavan funktiopohjaparametrin avulla.
Kertoja on toteutettu C++:lla ja käyttämällä korkean tason synteesiä. Toteutus on
tehty FPGA:lle. Valittu FPGA on Intelin Stratix 10 SX 2800 sarjaan kuuluva piiri,
joka edustaa Intelin uusimpia ja suorituskykyisimpiä piirejä.
Tuloksissa esitetään resurssienkulutus ja suorituskyky. Matriisi–vektori-kertojan
lisäksi kaikkia sen alikomponentteja tarkastellaan ja niiden tulokset esitetään. Näin
ollen työ antaa kattavan yleiskuvan kertojasta. Referenssitoteutukseen verrattuna
työssä kehitetyn kertojan suorituskyky on lähes yhtä hyvä tai jopa parempi, mutta
resursseja se kuluttaa huomattavasti enemmän. Onneksi syy korkeaan resurssienkulutukseen havaittiin ja jatkokehitystä voidaan tehdä havaintojen perusteella.
Avainsanat matriisi–vektori-kertoja, HLS, korkean kantaluvun kertolasku,

keilanmuodostus, FPGA
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Symbols and abbreviations
Symbols
FMAX

ρ

the maximum clock frequency (for a circuit)
transmitted power

Operators
<<

Shift left

>>

Shift right

//
⌈x⌉

Division rounded towards zero

length(x)

Rounding to next integer towards infinity
The number of bits in x

Abbreviations
4G

4th generation (mobile networks)

5G

5th generation (mobile networks)

ALM

adaptive logic module

ASIC

application specific integrated circuit

EDA

electronic design automation

FA

full-adder

FPGA

field-programmable gate array

GUI

graphical user interface

HA

half-adder

HLS

high-level synthesis

HPS

hard processor subsystem

I/O

input-output

II

initiation interval

LE

logic element

LSB

least significant bit

LUT

look-up table

MSB

most significant bit

MUX

multiplexer

PP

partial product

PPP

potential partial product

RTL

register-transfer level

VHDL

very high speed integrated circuit hardware description language
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1

Introduction

The fourth industrial revolution is coming. It will make the near-zero productivity
growth soar again. Through the productivity growth, the fourth industrial
revolution will change the world to a better place for everyone. The world will be
safer, smarter, wealthier and more sustainable. Not just companies will benefit
but everyone, because the productivity growth will have a huge positive impact
on the global economy and that will reflect as increased well-being for all of us.
These are the greatest promises of the fourth industrial revolution.
In the fourth industrial revolution, it is expected that many key drivers of the
previous industrial revolutions become seamlessly glued together. These drivers,
like energy, transportation, healthcare and mass production, are becoming, and
will become, digitalized and connected by high speed and low latency
communication networks. These networks are the crucial enablers of the fourth
industrial revolution.
Ultra-high speed, multifold throughput and extremely low latency are just few
of the capabilities that are needed from the communication networks. In addition,
fast mobility, ubiquitous coverage, ultra-high reliability and low power
consumption are some of the requirements. The fifth generation (5G) and
advanced fourth generation (4G) mobile networks are expected to meet these
requirements.
To meet the ever-increasing speed and throughput requirements, 5G and
advanced 4G networks need to cope with the timeless truth that the available
electromagnetic spectrum is never increasing. There are basically three categories
for solutions countering the limited spectrum: “1) exploitation of spectrum that
is currently unused or underutilized; 2) deployment of ever more access points,
each covering a commensurately smaller area; and 3) use of access points and/or
terminals with multiple antennas” [1].
Solutions from all the previous categories are present in proposed 5G networks
but only the third category is relevant for this work because beamforming falls
under that category. Beamforming is a technology that exploits multiple antennas
to enable more efficient spectrum utilization and to increase the range of access
points to cover larger areas. Beamforming is further investigated in the following
subsection. Its technological requirements were the main motivator for this work.
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1.1 Introduction to beamforming
Beamforming

is

about

generating

directed

signal

transmission

from

omnidirectional carriers (waves). In theory, beamforming methods could be
applied to any kinds of waves, but in this work only radio waves are considered.
The directed transmission is accomplished by employing multiple antennas. The
directed signal transmission is called a beam. To form a beam, i.e. do
beamforming, the phases and the amplitudes of transmitted signals need to be
tuned. The aim is to do the tuning in a way that constructive interference occurs
between the signals at a desired direction while destructive interference occurs at
undesired directions.
If a single antenna terminal and a N-antennae transmit element are assumed,
the sampled signal y observed at the receiver can be expressed as

=

ℎ

+

=

+ ,

, ,ℎ

∈ ℂ,

(1)

where x is the transmit signal vector, h is a channel vector, n is an additional
noise term and

is transmitted power. The channel vector consists of channel

coefficients hm, each of which models the effect of the channel between antenna m
and the terminal. An important observation from equation (1) is that the received
signal is the sum of transmitted signals from each antenna. This means that in
case of constructive interference the received signal is N times stronger than with
a single antenna. That’s one benefit of the beamforming. [2]
Equation (1) can be extended to the case where K terminals are receiving
simultaneously. The signal vector y, consisting of signals observed at each
receiver, can be expressed as

=

+ ,

∈ℂ ,

∈ℂ

,

∈ℂ

∈ℂ ,

(2)

where W is a beamforming weight matrix and the other symbols are the same as
in equation (1). The channel matrix consists of channel coefficients hm,k which are
the coefficients between antenna m and terminal k. The beamforming weight
matrix is added to equation (2) to show how beamforming is performed. By
multiplying the transmit signal vector with an appropriate weight matrix,
constructive interference can be achieved at the desired direction. How to
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compensate the effect of channel matrix and how to choose the correct weight
matrix is not a trivial task and it is not in the scope of this work. [2]
The key point in equation (2) is how beamforming is applied. As shown in
the equation, actual beamforming is performed as a multiplication between a
matrix and a vector. That’s a simple operation but when the matrix size is large,
latency requirements are stringent and the operation needs to be performed with
high frequency, which is the case in 4G and 5G networks, it becomes evident that
hardware acceleration for the matrix-vector multiplication is necessary.
The aim of this thesis is to develop an efficient matrix-vector multiplier
targeted for beamforming. To support the development, comprehensive research
on hardware multiplication is carried out. The thesis takes a bottom-up approach
to the development to identify all factors affecting the performance. Starting from
the basics of binary multiplication, the thesis gradually moves towards the full
matrix-vector multiplication. The multiplier will be implemented on the latest
technology available to determine its feasibility. The results from the
implementation will be evaluated and compared with a reference design.
Although this work is targeted for beamforming, the end result of this work,
which is the developed matrix-vector multiplier, is surely useful for other
applications too. Matrix-vector multiplication is an operation that is widely used
in many signal processing tasks, but also in many applications beyond signal
processing, e.g., computer graphics and machine learning. However, the most
suitable applications for the developed multiplier are the ones having tight realtime requirements, like in beamforming.
The rest of the work is organized as follows. The second chapter gives an
extensive view of algorithms and possible hardware solutions used for
multiplication. The third chapter introduces the implementation method used,
discusses choices made during the implementation and finally introduces the
device and technology used for the implementation. The fourth chapter presents
the results and the analysis of the results. The fifth chapter concludes the thesis.
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2

Considerations on multiplication algorithms and
hardware

At the beginning of this chapter multiplication of two binary numbers is studied
thoroughly. All the steps of a multiplication process are investigated. Also,
possible modifications to these steps are presented. After looking at the basics,
most common optimizations for the multiplication are presented. Later in this
chapter, the single multiplication is extended to the vector-vector multiplication
and that is easily extended to the matrix-vector multiplication.
There are few premises for this work that need to be covered before diving
into the matter. The first is that two’s complement representation is used for
binary numbers. The second is that only integer numbers are considered in this
work. The third one is that the depth of optimizations is limited to the logical
level. Circuit and layout level optimizations are out-of-scope of this thesis. It could
be also noted that the quantization and overflow of multiplication results are not
considered in this work. So, every multiplication is done with full precision and
no rounding or saturation is applied to the result.
There is one more premise that is very important. Because the work is
targeted for the purposes of beamforming, minimizing the delay is the top priority
for every part of the multiplication. For that reason, all algorithms, processes,
structures etc. are parallelized in the following subsections as much as possible
without further notice. However, sometimes significant area savings are
considered instead of slight improvements in the delay.

2.1 Multiplication of two binary numbers
A straightforward way to multiply two random-length binary numbers is to utilize
the algorithm that has been taught to everyone already in the elementary school.
To recall that algorithm, here is how it works: Starting from the least significant
digit and proceeding digit-by-digit towards the most significant one, every digit
is separately multiplied with the multiplicand. The products for these very simple
multiplications were memorized, i.e. the results were fetched from the memory
(brain). Then these separate products are shifted left (remember those blank
squares in your notebook) according to the position of the multiplied digit. The
first product is not shifted at all, the second one is shifted by one, the third one
by two and so on. At the end, to calculate the final product, all the products are
summed together column by column with carry bits moving from a column to the
next.
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This

straightforward

algorithm

is

very

applicable

for

hardware

implementation too. The same algorithm works with binary numbers as well as
with decimal numbers. There is one issue when dealing with two’s complement
negative numbers but that will be discussed later in section 2.1.4. An example of
binary number multiplication using this algorithm is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: An example of multiplication of two 4-bit numbers. [3]
The first step in the multiplication of binary numbers is very simple because there
are only two possibilities for the products. Those separate products are called
partial products. In the example above, the partial product is either 0110 or 0000
depending on the multiplier bit that is being processed. This means that there is
no need for any logic circuitry to generate all possible partial products because
multiplicand (0110) is the input and zero (0000) is a constant.
Also, the next step to choose between two potential partial products is very
simple. In hardware this selection step could be implemented with a multiplexer
(MUX) having two 4-bit inputs for both potential partial products and one
selection bit for a multiplier bit. But in this case the same functionality can be
achieved by using only an AND-gate having two 4-bit inputs: one for the
multiplicand and the other for 4-bit expansion of the multiplier bit (0000 or 1111).
The AND-gate would be more area-efficient than MUX because usually 2:1 MUX
designs include other gates in addition to AND-gates [4].
The two first steps were simple, but the third step requires bit more effort.
There are four addends to be added together which would require three additions
to be performed sequentially. With only 4-bit multiplier this is not so much effort
but when the multiplier is much longer, as it usually is, there will be a multiple
number of additions and this step becomes a performance bottleneck. Luckily,
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there are proposals how to improve this step [5], [6]. Some of these proposals will
be studied later in section 2.1.3 but many of them are based on the same idea of
“compressing” the addends into smaller number of addends, usually into two.
Using these compression methods, it is possible to avoid doing many long
additions sequentially which improves performance significantly. The idea in the
compression is quite similar to the pen-and-paper method used for adding together
those partial products. Instead of adding every partial product sequentially, the
addition is done column-wise and carry bits are moved to the next column. This
way all partial products can be compressed into two longer addends. This method
is not illustrated in the previous example, but the result after the compression
could be, for example, two addends: 011000 and 0000110.
In the last step, addends from the compression step are added together to
produce the final product. Due to the compression step, the addends tend to be
long. For this reason, a carry-lookahead adder is usually employed in the last step
to avoid long propagation times of the carry bit. With the carry-lookahead adder,
delay proportional to the logarithm of the addend length can be achieved [7].
As discussed in the previous paragraphs, data flow in the hardware
implementation of multiplication can be separated into four distinct stages. The
flow is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Flow diagram of the multiplication process.
The stages are generation, selection, compression and final addition. It is noted
in [5], that these are normally the general steps to implement a multiplier and
there are no good reasons to depart from this. In some algorithms, like in the
previous multiplication example, the generation stage is absent because no
circuitry is needed to produce all potential partial products. But it will be shown
later that the generation stage is needed sometimes. It could also be argued
whether the summing of partial products should be separated into compression
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and final addition stages. But at least to the author’s knowledge, the best
solutions for a multiplier are implemented using compression methods which
require the final adder.
The ultimate goal in circuit design is to make the circuit as fast as possible
with as little area as possible. Also, power consumption, cost and other factors of
the circuit could be considered, but in this work the main interest is in the speed
and the area. It was earlier stated that in the multiplication of binary numbers,
the compression and the final addition stages were the most burdensome stages,
thus requiring lots of area and consuming most of the time. It was also hinted
that there are proposals for optimizing the compression stage. In fact, there are
more possibilities to optimize than just the compression stage. As noted in [5],
there are three different approaches:
1) Reducing the number of partial products;
2) Accelerating the selection of partial products;
3) Accelerating the compression of partial products.
These approaches correspond to the first three stages presented in Figure 2
respectively. In the following subsections, these stages will be studied more
closely. The subsections discuss how these stages can be modified, what are the
parameters and how they affect to the area and the speed.

2.1.1 Potential partial products generation stage
At this stage, all potential partial products (PPPs) are generated. The input for
this stage is the multiplicand and the output is an array of PPPs. The PPPs are
usually multiples of the multiplicand x, e.g. 0x and 1x in the simplest case, as in
the example in the beginning of this chapter.
A possibility to optimize the overall multiplier architecture at this stage is
about reducing the number of partial products to be compressed. In the
multiplication example presented in Figure 1, it was evident that the number of
partial products was equal to the number bits in the multiplier. That is because
every bit of the multiplier was multiplied separately with the multiplicand. In
other words, the multiplication was done using a radix of two because there were
only two PPPs to choose from. To reduce the number of partial products, it is
obvious that multiple bits of the multiplier need to be multiplied at once, i.e.
higher than radix-2 multiplication should be used. For example, radix-4 could be
considered. This would mean that there are four possible bit combinations (00,
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01, 10 and 11) and four PPPs (0x, 1x, 2x, 3x) to choose from. Nothing would
prevent from considering even radix-8 or radix-16 multiplication, but the higher
radix has its cost.
When multiple bits of the multiplier are multiplied at once, i.e. a high radix
is used, more PPPs are needed. When the number of PPPs grows, it means that
generating all PPPs from the given multiplicand gets more complicated. In case
of radix-2, there was no need for PPP generation logic, but in case of radix-4
there is. The PPP of 2x can be generated by just shifting multiplicand x one bit
to the left (2x = x << 1). The constant shift of one bit doesn’t require any logic
gates but to generate the PPP of 3x, one adder is needed (3x = 2x + 1x). When
moving to higher radices, more adders are needed to generate the PPPs. Table 1
shows how the PPPs are generated for up to radix-16 and how many additions
are needed. At this point, it is still assumed that negative multiples are not
needed.
Table 1: The generation of PPPs and the total number of additions required for
generating the needed set of PPPs depending on radix value.
Radi
x

PPP generation
(x = multiplicand)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1x = x, 0x = 0
2x = x << 1
3x = 2x + x
4x = x << 2
5x = 4x + x
6x = 3x << 1
7x = 8x - x = (x << 3) - x
8x = x << 3
9x = 8x + x
10x = 5x << 1
11x = 12x - x = (3x << 2) - x
12x = 3x << 2
13x = 12x + x
14x = 7x << 1
15x = 16x - x = (x << 4) - x

Total
addition
s
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7

In the table above, the PPPs are computed so that the number of additions and
the dependencies on smaller PPPs are minimized. That enables as much
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parallelization as possible for the generation. For example, 5x is computed as
4x+x instead of 3x+2x because computing 3x requires already one addition and
therefore computing 3x+2x would require two additions in sequence which results
in increased latency.
It is also notable that in radix-8 all PPPs can be generated using at maximum
one addition in sequence. In radix-16, the PPPs of 11x and 13x require two
additions in sequence. For that reason, a radix-16 generation stage would have
approximately twice the delay of a radix-8 generation stage.
The most common optimization applied to the generation stage is so called
modified Booth recoding. In the modified Booth recoding the set of PPPs includes
negative multiples. For example, in the very widely used radix-4 Booth recoding,
the PPPs are -2x, -x, 0, x and 2x instead of non-recoded PPPs of 0, x, 2x and 3x.
The recoding is discussed more in detail in the next section. If the recoding is
used, less adders are needed at the generation stage because the largest required
PPP is smaller than in non-recoded version. [8], [9]
On the other hand, to generate the negative multiples, it is necessary to invert
the positive multiples. In two’s complement arithmetic, given a number x its
inverse -x is normally obtained by bit complementing bits of x and adding a unity.
To avoid the addition of unity at the generation stage, it is possible to just bit
complement the numbers and leave the addition to the compression stage. With
this optimization, there is no need for extra adders to do the inversion. Therefore,
lots of resources is saved and the delay is not increased.
The benefit of using higher radix and/or modified Booth recoding is the
reduced number of partial products to be summed. The relative reductions with
different radices and recoding are collected into Table 2. The third column in
Table 2 presents the relative reduction of partial products compared to one octave
lower radix, radix-(n/2).
In the best case, radix-4 reduces the number of partial products by 50%
compared to radix-2. That is a substantial difference especially when having a
long multiplier. But when comparing radix-16 to radix-8, the reduction is just
25% in the best case. The benefit from moving from radix-8 to radix-16 is not so
significant when considering also the fact that the radix-16 generation stage takes
longer time and the adder count is more than doubled.
By looking at the numbers in Table 2 one might easily think that it is always
good to use modified Booth recoding and as high radix as possible. That’s not
always the case because both the recoding and the higher radix have their
implications to the selection stage too. These implications and much more are
discussed in the next section.
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Table 2: The relative number of partial products and adders required at the
generation stage for different radices and recoding in the best case.

Radix-2
Radix-4
Radix-4 recoded
Radix-8
Radix-8 recoded
Radix-16
Radix-16 recoded

Reduction of the number of PPs
compared to
Radix-2
Radix-(n/2)
0%
50%
50%
50%
50%
67%
33%
67%
33%
75%
25%
75%
25%

Adders for
generating
PPPs
0
1
0
3
1
7
3

2.1.2 Selection stage
At this stage correct partial products (PPs) are selected from the generated set
of potential partial products (PPPs). Inputs for this stage are the multiplier and
the PPPs from the generation stage. Output is a set of PPPs selected according
to the bits of the multiplier.
Selecting something usually means multiplexing at hardware level and that is
what the selection stage is all about. In the simplest form, the selection stage is
just a multiplexer, or a bunch of multiplexers. In radix-2 case the multiplexers
can be replaced with AND-gates but in higher radices the multiplexers are
required. An example of a possible realization of radix-8 selection stage is
presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: An example of non-recoded radix-8 selection stage with nine bits long
multiplier
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As shown in the example, all the generated PPPs are copied to the inputs of each
multiplexer and the multiplier is split into slices which are fed to the selection
inputs of the multiplexers. The multiplier is nine bits long and in case of radix-8,
each slice is three bits. In fully parallel selection stage, that results in 9/3 = 3
multiplexers as depicted.
The size and the speed of the selection stage depends on the size and the
number of MUXes. In general, the number of MUXes NMUX can be calculated as
=

ℎ

,

(3)

where M is the multiplier and R is the radix. Therefore, log2 (R) is the length of
a bit slice. If the length of the multiplier is not divisible by the length of the bit
slice, the quotient is rounded up to the next integer.
The size of a MUX depends on the number of inputs and the length of the
inputs. The size grows linearly as a function of the input count [10]. In a multiplier
design, the number of inputs is equal to the number of PPPs and that is equal to
the radix. From equation (3) it is clearly visible that NMUX is inversely
proportional to log2 (R). Because NMUX decreases logarithmically, but the size of
the MUXes increases linearly, it can be claimed that higher radix increases total
area required for the selection stage. It is still good to remember that higher radix
reduces significantly the number of partial products to be summed. The reduction
in the PPs might well overcome the increase in the size of MUXes.
To accelerate the selection of partial products, there are not so many options
to consider. Radix and target technology are the key factors of the speed of the
selection stage. A higher radix slows down the selection stage because larger
MUXes are needed. MUXes are anyway relatively fast circuits so the increased
delay is probably compensated by the decreased delay at the compression stage
when using a higher radix.
There is at least one technological optimization that might accelerate the
selection stage. If there are one-hot and binary encoded MUXes available, one can
try to optimize the implementation and see which encoding style fits better for
the selected technology. One-hot encoded MUXes might be faster because they
don’t usually need encoding logic. On the other hand, they might require more
area. In context of MUXes, one-hot encoding means that only one bit at a time
is ‘1’ in the selection lines of a MUX.
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Sometimes it is also reasonable to consider area savings instead of small
increases in the speed. When using a higher radix, the MUXes tend to become
very large due to the increased number of inputs. To optimize area consumption,
there is one possibility to use MUXes with fewer inputs combined with shifters.
This optimization is demonstrated in Figure 4 in case of non-recoded radix-8
multiplication.

Figure 4: Reducing the number of MUX inputs by exploiting a variable shifter.
As shown in Table 1, PPPs 2x, 4x and 6x are generated from other PPPs just by
shifting. Instead of shifting these PPPs at the generation stage, that burden may
be left for the selection stage as presented on the right in Figure 4. This
modification reduces the number of inputs by 50% and the size of the MUX is
reduced about 50% too [10].
Whether this modification is feasible or not, depends a lot on the shifter. In
the case above, there is need for a variable shifter that can shift the input by 0-2
bits. The shifter requires substantial amount of hardware. In addition to shifting,
there is some encoding logic and an AND-gate for zeroing the output. These
components don’t have as significant impact on the area as the shifter. Without
implementing this modification on the selected technology, it is difficult to say
whether this is feasible or not.
If the modified Booth recoding is used, there is logic required for the recoding
process. In recoding, the bit slices of the multiplier are recoded before they are
fed to the selection lines of the MUXes. Figure 5 presents how the bit slices to be
recoded are read from the multiplier in case of radix-4. A truth table for one
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possible modified Booth recoding scheme is presented in Table 3. This scheme is
based on [11].

Figure 5: The ”slicing” of the multiplier in radix-4 modified Booth recoding. [12]
Table 3: The radix-4 modified Booth recoding scheme based on [11].
Bits from the multiplier
Mi+1
Mi
Mi-1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

PP
value
0x
1x
1x
2x
-2x
-1x
-1x
0x

Recoded bits
Negate
Shift
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0

Zero
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

A notable difference in the modified Booth encoding is that the bit slices are one
bit longer than in non-recoded case and the slices are overlapping each other as
presented in Figure 5. Even though the slices are three bits long in radix-4, there
are only five different potential partial products to choose from. Table 3 presents
how all eight possible combinations are mapped to these five PPPs.
The selection of the correct partial product could be done by using only a
MUX but usually recoding is used to reduce the number of inputs to the MUX.
To accomplish that, the recoding scheme presented in Table 3 shows how the bit
slice is recoded into negate, shift and zero bits. The negate bit tells if the PPP
needs to be negated, the shift bit tells if the PPP needs to be shifted i.e. multiplied
by two and the zero bit tells if the PPP should be zeroed. The MUX is only
needed to do the shifting i.e. select between non-shifted (±1x) and shifted (±2x)
input. This way, the number of inputs is reduced from five to two and a much
smaller MUX can be employed.
When using the previously presented recoding scheme, there is obviously logic
required for negating, zeroing and doing the recoding itself. As noted in section
2.1.1, the negating could be performed by simply bit complementing and adding
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the required unity later in the compression stage. The zeroing could be performed
by using an AND-gate at the output as presented in Figure 4. In such
implementation, the negating and zeroing are fast and area-efficient operations
but the recoding itself is bit more complex. The logic required for the recoding
scheme could be easily derived from the truth table but that is not presented
here.
There are also many other possibilities for choosing the recoding scheme [13].
Comparing different recoding schemes is not in the scope of this work but it is
just good to recognize that the recoding is not that trivial. It doesn’t come free
and it might be even critical for the performance of the selection stage. As a
conclusion, the recoding is both an advantage and a disadvantage in the modified
Booth recoding. It reduces the area required for the selection stage but also makes
the design more complex.

2.1.3 Compression stage
At the compression stage, partial products are summed together. The inputs to
this stage are the partial products from the selection stage. The output is the
result of the summation. The partial products are not summed completely but
only two addends remain after the compression stage.
The optimization at this stage is about accelerating the summation of the PPs
and doing it in an area-efficient way. As it was already discussed in section 2.1,
just summing every PP one after another, using regular adders, would be way too
slow approach when there are multiple PPs. Instead, so-called compression is
performed to quickly reduce the number of PPs. The compression is similar to
the pen-and-paper method where the addition is done column by column. The
main idea in the compression is to avoid long propagation of the carry bit which
is a problem when using regular adders.
One of the earliest methods for the compression was proposed by Wallace [5].
Later Dadda [6] proposed a refined method based on Wallace’s proposal. These
two are the most popular methods for the compression and they will be explored
more in detail here.
The both methods utilize the same concept of employing 1-bit full-adders
(FAs) and half-adders (HAs) for the compression. Figure 6 demonstrates the basic
idea of how a full adder can be utilized to compress three bits into two.
The full-adder compresses three equal weight bits into two bits with different
weights: the sum bit (S) and the carry bit (Co). The carry bit has double weight
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compared to the sum bit which is depicted in the figure by placing the carry bit
to the next column.

Figure 6: A full adder as a 3-to-2 bits compressor.
The presented compression method can be extended from 1-bit numbers to n-bit
numbers. The compression of three numbers with different lengths is presented
in Figure 7.

Figure 7: 3-to-2 compression of different length addends using 1-bit full-adders.
Three numbers A, B and C with lengths of 7, 8 and 9 bits respectively are
compressed in the figure. The compression is performed just like in the previous
example with 1-bit inputs. As illustrated, every column is compressed separately.
This is emphasized by coloring the input column (AN, BN, CN) and the respective
results (sum bit SN and carry bit CoN) with the same color.
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The columns zero to six are compressed by using a full-adder on every column
but columns seven and eight are somewhat exceptional. In column seven, there
are only two bits. It would be waste of resources to use full-adder with one input
set to constant zero. Instead, a half-adder may be employed in case of two bits.
It is anyway mandatory to compress the column seven somehow. Otherwise there
would be three bits (B7, C7 and Co6) after the compression of column six. But in
column eight, there is no need to use any compression methods because there is
only one bit (C8 in the results instead of S8).
The compression method presented in Figure 7 is very powerful for
compressing three addends into two. In the example, there are only seven fulladders and one half-adder required and the delay for doing the compression is
just the delay of one full-adder! The greatest advantage in this method is that
there is no need to propagate the carry bits. Instead, the carry bits are stored.
That’s why the operation is also called carry-save addition. In Figure 7, the result
bits are intentionally organized so that the carry bits form one row and the sum
bits form another row. These are the outputs of the compression stage. It is also
important to realize that the sum of these two compressed rows is equal to the
sum of the three input rows. So, even though the number of bits is reduced
drastically, the mathematical equivalence remains.
By using the method presented in Figure 7, it would be possible to compress
any number of addends into two rows. By storing the resulting carry and sum
rows, it is possible to continue compression by taking in a new addend and
compressing it with the stored results in a similar manner as previously. This
way, N addends could be compressed into two addends in N-2 compression cycles,
thus having a delay of approximately N-2 times the delay of a full-adder. In a
synchronous design, this would require only hardware of a single 3:2 compressor
and few registers to store the intermediate results for the sum and carry bits. It
should be taken into account that the intermediate results become longer as more
addends are compressed and the number of FAs required for the compression
grows at the same pace.
Even though it would be possible to compress any number of addends by
using a single 3:2 compressor, that approach is too slow when the number of
addends is high. This is a problem in multiplication as the number of partial
products tends to be large.
To accelerate the compression, a possibly good solution is to group the
addends (PPs) into sets of three and compress every set in parallel. Then continue
by grouping the resulting addends into sets of three and compressing again. By
repeating these steps, it is possible to continue until two addends remain. After
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every compression step the number of addends is reduced by one third or little
less if the number of addends is not divisible by three. Therefore, the time required
for the compression is proportional to the logarithm of the number of addends.
[5]
The full-adders used for the compression can be structured into a tree which
is called Wallace tree [5]. The Wallace tree is a fast and well-known algorithm for
the compression but it is not the most efficient with respect to the used resources.
When looking at the summation of partial products of a multiplication, it is
observed that the PPs are shifted left unequally which results in columns with
different number of bits. For example, in Figure 1, the tallest column has four
bits and the lowest column has one bit. With the higher number of PPs, the
maximum height of a column gets higher. Dadda [6] noticed that it is not
necessary to compress all columns with two or more bits at every stage. It is only
necessary to compress the columns that are needed to achieve the maximum
reduction of addends (rows) at every stage. This means that only few of the tallest
columns need to be compressed. As it will be seen, Dadda’s algorithm saves
resources and usually it is even faster than the Wallace tree [14]. The full
compression of 8x8-bit radix-2 multiplication is presented in Figure 8 to give an
idea of the both algorithms.
In the figure, black dots represent bits and the outlining of three- and twobit groups represent adders. It might be bit confusing that the Dadda compression
has totally different looking set of bits at the first stage. In fact, there are equally
many partial products and bits in the both cases, but in Dadda’s initial phase the
bits are just organized into a downward pointing pyramid.
From the figure, it is quite clearly visible how these two approaches differ
from each other. In the Wallace tree, every group of three rows is filled with as
many adders as possible, while in the Dadda compression the adders are
concentrated around the tallest column(s). From the figure, it can be calculated
that in case of 8x8-bit multiplication the Wallace tree requires 39 FAs and 14
HAs, while the Dadda compression requires 37 FAs and 7 HAs. The Dadda
compression consumes somewhat less resources. The same result would be
observed with all except very short (4-bit or shorter) multipliers [14].
There is one disadvantage in the Dadda compression. As it can be seen in
Figure 8, the resulting two rows after the compression have more bits in case of
the Dadda compression. This means that a longer final adder is required to
calculate the final result. It was assumed that the Wallace tree and the Dadda
compression would be equally fast because there is equal number of stages
required to perform the compression. This assumption was proven to be wrong.
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In fact, Dadda is almost always faster than Wallace even though a longer final
adder is required. This is because Dadda requires less adders and the total gate
delay for the longest path is shorter when properly designed. [14]

Figure 8: The compression of radix-2 8x8-bit multiplication. [15], [16]

2.1.4 Dealing with two’s complement negative numbers
In previous sections, it has been assumed that all numbers are positive. But of
course, negative numbers are needed too. The negative numbers bring some
challenges to the design.
When two’s complement numbers are added together, they need to be equally
long. If one addend is shorter, it needs to be extended to match the length of the
other addend. The extension is done by repeating the sign bit of the number.
That’s called a sign extension. The sign extension is not a problem with positive
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numbers because adding zeros in front of the number has no effect for the
summing. But in case of a negative number, adding ones in front of the number
has an effect because those additional ones need to be summed together with the
longer addend.
In the compression array of a multiplier (see Figure 8 for an example), there
are many PPs summed together. To get the correct result also in case of negative
partial products, every PP should be sign extended to match the length of the
product. Sign extending the partial products increases significantly the amount
of hardware required for the compression array. That’s why it would be beneficial
to find a way to avoid the sign extension or at least reduce its cost.
The sign of PPs is determined by the sign of multiplicand but also the sign
of multiplier needs to be considered. Usually, in non-recoded multiplication
algorithms, possible negative multiplier brings some extra complications to the
algorithm. This is because the bit slices of the multiplier are considered as positive
numbers even though the multiplier might be negative. In that case, corrective
measures must be applied to compensate for the negative multiplier.
One straightforward way to avoid negative numbers in a multiplication would
be to complement the operands when necessary. If the multiplier or the
multiplicand is negative, complement it before multiplication and do the
multiplication with only positive numbers. Then complement the product to get
the correct result. If both operands are negative, complement both. Then the
result is correct without complementing the product. [17]
The previous method presented requires adders for complementing the
numbers and is too slow. Luckily, there are other methods to cope with signed
numbers. One alternative is to use so-called sign correction term. The idea in the
sign correction term is to pack the effect of all sign extensions and/or negative
multiplier into a single term. That means there is an additional term to be added.
The sign correction term may be handled like partial products and added to the
product in the compression array. The idea sounds simple but generating the
correct sign correction term is not so simple because it depends on the signs of
the operands, the length of the multiplicand and the radix being used. [18]
In case of non-recoded radix-8 multiplication, the sign correction term is
=

2

−

2 ,

(4)

where x is the multiplicand, m is its length, y is the multiplier and n is its length
and
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= −

2 −1
= 1 011 011 … 011 1.
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(5)

The subscript indicates a specific bit in the number. For example, xm-1 is the sign
bit of the multiplicand. The sign correction term presented above is valid only
when n = 3n’ (n’ is an integer). If n ≠ 3n’, slight corrections to the exponents
would be needed in both equations. In C(n) the sequence ‘011’ is repeated 3n’ - 1
times. [18]
From the equation (4), it can be observed that the sign correction term
consists of two terms. The first term depends on the sign of the multiplicand.
This indicates that the first term takes care of the sign extensions of the PPs
when multiplicand is negative. The constant C(n) corresponds to the sum of sign
extensions and the factor 2m+2 ensures proper shifting of the term. The sign
extensions can be packed into a single constant term because all the PPs have
the same sign as the multiplicand and consequently all the extensions are either
zeros or ones depending on the multiplicand sign. The value for this constant can
be calculated as presented in equation (5). In addition, the value must be shifted
as presented in (4).
The second term depends on the sign of the multiplier. This term clearly
compensates for the effects of a negative multiplier. The value of the term is just
the value of the multiplicand shifted left n times and then complemented.
An advantage in the sign correction term is that it takes care of both
problems: the sign extension of the PPs and the negative multiplier. A
disadvantage is that it requires some hardware to be generated. In the example,
it can be generated using two AND-gates and one adder.
In some recoded multiplication algorithms, like the Booth recoding, it is
possible to avoid the additional sign correction. In recoded algorithms, negative
multiplier is not a problem like in the non-recoded algorithms which simplifies
sign correction. But still the sign extensions need to be handled. Fortunately, the
sign extensions can be handled with a trick that doesn’t require an additional
term. For example, in case of radix-4 Booth recoding, the following steps can be
applied to avoid additional sign correction term:
•

“Invert the most significant bit (MSB) of each partial product

•

Add an additional '1' to the MSB of the first partial product

•

Add an additional '1' in front of each partial product”
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In fact, that trick forms quite similarly structured constant value as in equation
(5) but in this case the bits are just distributed between partial products to avoid
an additional term. [19]

2.2 Vector-vector multiplication (dot product)
So far, single multiplication has been considered. In this and the next sections,
single multiplication is extended to more complex operations such as
multiplication of vectors. When referring to multiplication of vectors in this work,
in fact dot product is meant. The algebraic definition for the dot product is

⋅

=

=

+

…

,

(6)

where k is the length of the vectors a and b. In this case, the subscript is the
index of an element in the vector. As equation (6) presents, the dot product is
basically a sum of products. All the products are independent of each other, so
there are not many possibilities to optimize.
The algorithms and hardware presented in the previous section may be used
to calculate the sub-products of the dot product. If the calculation is fully
parallelized, k multipliers are required to calculate the products. If it is assumed
that all elements in a vector have the same precision and the precisions for vectors
a and b are n and m bits respectively, then there are

+

-bit products to be

summed. If the summing of the products would be done sequentially,

−1

additions would be needed. Summing the products would take relatively long time
if there are multiple products (k > 2). That’s why it would be beneficial to come
up with some better solution.

There exists at least one good solution to speed up the summing stage of
vector-vector multiplication. Due to confidentiality reasons, the solution cannot
be disclosed here. The solution is utilized in the implementation part of this work
and it has impact on the results presented in 4.2 and 4.3.

2.3 Matrix-vector multiplication
In this section, the previously presented vector-vector multiplication is extended
to the multiplication of a matrix and a vector. Basically, the matrix-vector
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multiplication is just multiple vector-vector multiplications. The matrix-vector
multiplication is defined as

=

⋮

⋯
⋱
⋯
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,
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,

(7)

where k is the number of columns and l is the number of rows in the matrix. The
result of the matrix-vector multiplication is a vector consisting of dot products
between each of the matrix rows and the input vector b.
Parallelizing the matrix-vector multiplication is straightforward. Like in the
vector-vector multiplication, when each multiplication was performed in parallel,
now it is possible to perform each vector-vector multiplication (dot product) in
parallel. Each of the vector-vector multiplications can be distributed into their
own pipes so that each pipe produces one element to the result vector. Thus, the
speed of the matrix-vector multiplication is same as the speed of the vector-vector
multiplication and the resources required for the operation is equal to the
resources of the vector-vector multiplication times the number of rows in the
matrix.

2.4 A note on complex numbers
Often, it is desired to be able to do all the previous multiplications with complex
numbers. Complex numbers are also required when doing beamforming, so it is
mandatory to have support for complex multiplication too. The product of two
complex numbers can be calculated with an equation
+

+

=

−

+

+

.

(8)

If complex and real parts are separated, then the calculation can be written in a
matrix form as
−

=

−
+

,

(9)

where the first row of the result is the real part and the second row is the
imaginary part. The matrix form presented in equation (9) is very useful. It shows
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how the complex multiplication can be turned into a multiplication with real
numbers. The complex multiplication is in fact a multiplication of a 2x2 real
matrix by a 2x1 real vector. When scaling from a single complex multiplication
to a complex matrix-vector multiplication, the same formula can be applied to all
elements. This means that a NxM complex matrix is turned into a 2Nx2M real
matrix and a Mx1 complex vector is turned into a 2Mx1 real vector. The greatest
benefit from this is that the multiplication can be performed using the same
algorithms as with real numbers.
There is a slight issue when expanding a complex matrix into a real matrix
having the form depicted in equation (9). The complement of aim is needed. To
complement aim, an adder is needed to add a unity after inverting the bits. In the
following chapters, a method is proposed to avoid that adder.
The method is described here using the radix-8 multiplication as an example.
The method applies slight changes to the multiplication of -aimbim. The first step
is to bit complement multiplier aim before feeding it to the selection block. After
complementing the bits, there is an error of -1 which must be corrected. The
correction can be done by modifying one of the MUXes in the selection block.
Differences between the MUX in normal multiplication and the MUX used in the
proposed method are presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9: A method to avoid an extra adder when complementing the
multiplier.
The MUX in question is the one having three LSBs of the multiplier at its
selection input. In the modified case, the LSBs are complemented, as is the whole
multiplier. In addition to complementing the bits, the figure above shows how the
inputs of the MUX are changed. In normal case, the input range is from 0x to 7x,
while in the modified case the range is from 1x to 8x. The additional input of 8x
can be generated by shifting 1x three positions to the left which doesn’t cost
anything. The inputs in the modified case are 1x larger than the corresponding
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inputs in the normal case. Having the 1x larger inputs is virtually same as adding
a unity to the selection input (multiplier). Therefore, the error of -1 is
compensated.
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3

Implementation

In this chapter, the main interest is in the implementation of the matrix-vector
multiplier. But there are also few general implementation related topics that are
also worth of having a closer look at.
In the first section, the high-level synthesis (HLS) design methodology is
explored. The idea and the benefits of the HLS are discussed in general. Also,
some basic concepts of the HLS are introduced. In the end, the HLS tool used in
the implementation is introduced and the tool flow is briefly presented.
The second section concentrates on the implementation of matrix-vector
multiplier. The chosen multiplication algorithm is presented. The selected
optimizations and the decisions made are also discussed. Some problems that were
faced and how they were solved with HLS are presented. The last section gives a
brief overview of the selected target device.

3.1 High-level synthesis
As the name suggests, the main idea in the high-level synthesis (HLS)
methodology is about moving to a higher abstraction level in the description of a
hardware design. Like in software programming, the higher abstraction level
provides much more efficiency for design work because designers don’t need to
worry about things that exist only on the lower levels of design abstraction. In
the author’s opinion, the most dramatic increase in the abstraction in today’s
HLS designs is the absence of timing. In a synchronous RTL design, clock signals
are seen everywhere throughout the design. In the HLS designs, there are no clock
signals at all, just sequential code written in some high-level language, like C++.
Of course, timing needs to be added during the implementation of a design but
that is handled by the HLS tool.
The high-level synthesis, sometimes called behavioral synthesis, is not really
a new idea. The earliest research was done already in 1970s and 1980s. The first
generation of commercial electronic design automation (EDA) tools with support
for the HLS appeared in mid-1990s. Unfortunately, that generation of HLS tools
failed to fulfill the expectations. The tools had major flaws and the benefits of
using the HLS were not so significant, so the designers gave up with the HLS for
a while. Fortunately, the new generation of commercial HLS tools arrived in early
2000s. These tools were more focused on specific domains, used well-known
programming languages and produced better quality of results. Since then the
HLS has been gaining more and more popularity in the market. [20]
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The implementation of the matrix-vector multiplier in this work has been
fully implemented using HLS. There were two simple reasons why the HLS was
selected as the implementation method. It was marketed in an attractive manner
that created high interest to try something new. So, no studies were conducted
to decide between the HLS and RTL. The decision was a bit risky because the
HLS is not targeted for doing low-level optimizations and this work is partly
targeting to optimize multiplication operation which is rather low-level finetuning. In the end, there were no regrets about that decision. It turned out that
the HLS isn’t that bad for handling bit-level operations. In fact, the coding
experience with the HLS was much more pleasant than the previous experience
with RTL coding.
The selected HLS tool strongly defines what programming language(s) can be
used and how they should be used. The tool used in this work is Catapult HLS
by Mentor Graphics. Catapult is marketed as the only HLS tool to support both
C/C++ and SystemC programming. It seems to be that all major players on the
HLS field are pushing C/C++ as the golden language for the HLS. Tools
supporting C/C++ include Vivado HLS by Xilinx, Intel HLS Compiler,
Synphony C Compiler by Synopsys and Stratus HLS by Cadence [21]-[24]. In this
work, C++ was also used for programming. To be exact, C++ standard C++11
was used. That is the latest standard supported by Catapult [25].

3.1.1 The basic concepts of HLS
In this subsection, few basic concepts, relevant to this work, are presented.
Although the concepts are presented as they are in Catapult, they are rather
similar for other HLS tools as well.
A fundamental concept in the HLS is bit-accurate data types. Although the
standard C++ data types like int, long int and double can be used, they are not
practical. The standard data types have only bit-widths of 8, 16, 32 and 64 bits
so the HLS requires its own data types to represent numbers with arbitrary
precision. Using too high-precision numbers would introduce significant overhead
logic that cannot be tolerated.
Catapult includes numeric data type set called Algorithmic C data types.
These data types provide bit-precision with minimal runtime overhead. The data
types included in Algorithmic C data type set are listed in Table 4.
The Algorithmic C data types are built on C++ templates i.e. they are
“templatized” [26]. In addition, they are designed using C++ class data structure.
These two factors make the Algorithmic C data types very powerful but also easy
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to use. In this work, only integer and complex data types are used. As an example,
a signed complex integer having 16-bit real and imaginary parts could be defined
as ac_complex<ac_int<16, true> >. Between the outer angle brackets is defined
the data type for real and imaginary parts which is ac_int, and between the inner
angle brackets are defined the width and sign parameters for the type. [27]
Table 4: Numeric Algorithmic C data types.
Type
Integer
Fixed-Point
Floating-Point
Complex

Class template
ac_int<W, S>
ac_fixed<W, I, S, Q, O>
ac_float<W, I, E, Q>
ac_complex<T>

Template parameter
int W
bool S
int I
enum Q
enum O
int E
typename T

Description
Bit-width of the number
Signed / unsigned
Size of the integer part in bits
Quantization mode (e.g. truncate)
Overflow mode (e.g. saturate)
Size of the exponent part in bits
Type for real and imaginary parts

The data type classes include many useful operators and methods for each
data type. The basic operators include arithmetic operators (e.g. +, *, %), logical
operators (e.g. AND, XOR and NOT), relational operators (e.g. < , != and >=)
and shifting operators (<< and >>). In addition, there are operators for
incrementing, decrementing, bit complementing and inverting a number. Then
there are few very useful operators for reading and writing a slice of bits. Also,
single bits can be read and written by indexing the number using square brackets
which is a very handy operator. [27]
The fact that makes HLS programming much more pleasant is the flexibility
of implicit data type conversions. The Algorithmic C data types and the native
C++ types allow implicit conversions in almost every case that makes some sense
to convert. For example, it is possible to convert shorter to longer and longer to
shorter number. It is also possible to implicitly convert between an unsigned and
a signed number. In case of unsigned to signed conversion, the number is sign
extended when necessary. These implicit type conversions enable compact and
easily readable code because there is no need to explicitly express every
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conversion. It should be also recognized that this kind of flexibility gives much
responsibility to the programmer. If the programmer doesn’t understand how the
implicit conversions work, there is a great risk of introducing tricky bugs into the
code.
Another very important HLS concept is function. The functions in C++ are
similar to entities in VHDL. The interface of a function is defined by function
parameters and how those parameters are used in the code. If a function
parameter is only read in the function, the parameter is an input. If a parameter
is only written, it is inferred to be an output. The HLS tool does the inference
automatically. In the implementation part of this work, functions are used as the
basic building blocks of the design. [28]
Then there are two HLS concepts related to loops. These concepts are heavily
used in the implementation of this work. The concepts are loop unrolling and loop
pipelining.
The loop pipelining means inserting pipeline stages into a single iteration of
a loop. The pipeline stages enable to start the execution of a new loop iteration
before the previous iteration has finished. The level of pipelining is controlled with
a parameter called “initiation interval (II)”. The initiation interval defines how
often a new iteration of a loop can be started. Let’s say a loop is pipelined with
II of two. Then a new iteration of the loop can be started every second clock
cycle. In this work, II=1 is used which means that a new iteration can be started
every clock cycle.
The loop unrolling is about executing multiple loop iterations in parallel. This
is the primary mechanism used to add parallelism into a design. The amount of
parallelism is controlled by how many loop iterations can be executed in parallel.
To be able to parallelize the execution, there cannot be dependencies between the
loop iterations. Unrolling a loop is effectively same as writing out the loop
iterations explicitly. This is illustrated with an example in Figure 10. In the figure,
there are two functions with the same simple functionality. A difference between
them is that the loop visible in the first function, is fully unrolled in the second
one. [25], [28]
Usually, the unrolling is not done manually like in the example. Instead, the
HLS tool takes care of the unrolling but the designer can control the amount of
unrolling. In the example, the loop is unrolled by a factor of four. That is the
maximum amount of unrolling in that case, and the loop is said to be fully
unrolled. Unrolling the loop partially is also possible. By controlling the amount
of unrolling the designer can tradeoff between amount of parallelism (speed) and
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resources needed. In the implementation of this work, all loops are being fully
unrolled to gain lower latencies and the maximum throughput. [28]

Figure 10: An example of the manual loop unrolling. The upper function is
implemented with a rolled loop while in the lower one it has been fully unrolled.
[28]
The designer can set constraints to a design by applying directives. The directives
are a mechanism to guide the HLS tool in the process of converting C++ code
into RTL code. The directives could be used for example to set a target clock
frequency or to map certain resources to a specific component. The directives are
applied in the HLS tool but there is also a mechanism called pragmas that allows
the designer to embed directives into source code. The pragmas are used widely
in the source code of this work. Almost all pragmas in the code are about unrolling
loops. There are many times a line “#pragma hls_unroll yes” preceding a loop
which tells the HLS tool to fully unroll the following loop. The same could be
done in the HLS tool by setting a corresponding directive, but the pragmas are
preferred in this work. [25]

3.1.2 Catapult design flow
The design flow of Catapult HLS tool is briefly covered in this subsection. Some
examples from the graphical user interface (GUI) are presented. Figure 11
presents the control panel that is used to move between different steps of the
design flow. That figure gives a good idea of the flow in general. The following
introduction of the design flow is based on [25], [28].
The flow starts by selecting necessary source code files for the design. After
that, initial analysis is performed for the source files. In the analysis, Catapult
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determines functions that could be used as building blocks for the design. After
the analysis is done, the tool moves automatically to the next step.
At the hierarchy stage one of the functions is selected as the top-level for the
design. The interface of the top-level function becomes the interface of the whole
design. In addition to selecting the top-level, rest of the hierarchy is also defined
at this stage. The functions called in the top-level function can be designated to
be either sub-blocks in the hierarchy or merged into the upper level of the
hierarchy. Merging the functions is called inlining. Inlining the functions creates
a flat design without hierarchical structure. In the implementation of this work,
all functions are inlined, thus creating a flat design. After the hierarchy is
specified, Catapult compiles the design. During the compilation, hierarchy is
implemented, port directions and operations are inferred and also some
optimizations are performed.

Figure 11: The flow control pane in Catapult GUI.
In the next two steps, the used technology library is selected and target clock
frequency is specified. Reset and enable signals are also specified at the mapping
stage. After these settings, the design is ready to be assembled.
At the architecture stage, various constraints can be applied to the design.
These constraints include the mapping of interface resources, determining the
amount of loop unrolling and pipelining and the mapping of memory resources.
In this work, almost all constraints are applied by using pragmas which are
embedded into the source code. With pragmas, the flow is simplified a lot at this
stage. However, if there is a need to change constraints frequently, then pragmas
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are not a practical solution because the source code needs to be modified and the
flow needs to be restarted after every modification.
After the architecture stage, resources are allocated for the operators. The
resources are selected from the library that was chosen at earlier stage. A resource
is allocated for each operator. The resource corresponds to the physical
implementation of the operator. The resource includes information about timing
and area required for the implementation. The designer may set constraints for
the quantities of specific resources. There might be also several resources that are
suitable for the operator and the designer may choose between different resources.
After the resources have been allocated, the next stage is the scheduling of
the design. At this stage “time” is added to the design. The scheduler decides at
which clock cycle each of the operations are performed. Also, timing constraints
are taken into account at scheduling step. Creating the schedule is usually the
most burdensome stage for the tool. After the schedule has been created, the tool
presents it in the Gantt chart format.
An example of a very small design is given in Figure 12. The figure represents
the schedule of a compression array and a final adder. The time is measured in
clock cycles and it is presented on the x-axis. The blue boxes represent operations:
XOR (^), AND (&&), OR (||), addition (+) and I/O (<=). The width of a box
is relative to the delay of the operation. The figure shows that the operations
have been scheduled on two cycles. The output is available at the beginning of
the third cycle which is indicated with an I/O operation just before the third
cycle. The final adder is highlighted in the figure and the dependencies between
the final adder and other operations are presented with green arrows.

Figure 12: A Gantt chart representation of a scheduled design. The design
comprises of a compression array and a final adder. The dependencies of the final
adder are represented with the green arrows.
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The final stage in the HLS flow is to extract RTL from the design. The tool
creates automatically VHDL and Verilog RTL descriptions from the design. Many
reports and the schematic of the design are also created. After this stage, the
designer usually continues with RTL simulations and with RTL synthesis after
that.

3.2 Algorithm and its implementation
The algorithm and architecture used for single multiplication is based on [18] by
David Guevorkian et al. The algorithm uses radix-8 as basis for the multiplication.
Radix-8 can be considered as a high radix because typically lower radices are
used. The algorithm is also non-recoded. This means that a sign correction term
is needed for the multiplication of signed numbers (see Section 2.1.4). Otherwise
the implementation is easier compared to a recoded case because no recoding logic
is needed.
There have been two important guidelines during the implementation. The
first is the maximal parallelization of the design. The second is the high scalability
of the design. The maximal parallelization is targeted to minimize the latency,
which is a top priority. In this case, the high scalability means that the design
should support matrix-vector multiplications of many different sizes with data of
different precisions but still have good performance and efficient area utilization.
The high scalability of the design is achieved by utilizing C++ templates. Almost
all functions in the source code are “templatized”. Thanks to templates, the design
supports almost any data precision, almost any number of columns and rows and
it also supports both complex and real numbers. Each of these parameters can be
configured by just changing a single template parameter value. The templatized
functions make the design highly generic and easily scalable.

3.2.1 The components of single multiplication
As shown in Figure 2, the multiplication process includes four stages. The first
stage is the generation of potential partial products. All PPPs requiring adders
need to be computed. The rest of the PPPs can be formed by shifting the other
PPPs. Because a non-recoded radix-8 algorithm is used, the PPPs of 3x, 5x, and
7x need to be computed as presented in Table 1. This is an easy task because the
HLS tool can optimize constant multipliers (e.g. 3, 5 and 7) and the designer
doesn’t need to worry about those. Also, the sign correction term needs to be
generated as presented in equation (4). In fact, two possible sign correction terms
are generated because the sign bit of the multiplier yn-1 is unknown at this stage.
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Therefore, one possible sign correction term is generated for both sign values. The
source code for the PPP generator is presented in appendix B.2.
The second stage is the selection of correct partial products which is basically
just multiplexing. Even though it sounds very simple, the implementation must
be considered carefully to achieve good area-efficiency. The selection stage and its
optimizations were discussed rather extensively in section 2.1.2. Based on that
discussion, four different implementations were created to find out which would
give the best results. The implementations are based on different multiplexing
strategies which are
1) One 8-input MUX using one-hot encoding,
2) One 8-input MUX using binary encoding,
3) Two 4-input MUXes using binary encoding,
4) Two 4-input MUXes using one-hot encoding.
In C++ source code, the encoding type is determined by how the selection of a
partial product is made. Technically the difference is that one-hot encoding is
inferred from a switch statement and binary encoding is inferred from array
indexing [28]. Implementations 3) and 4) are based on the optimization presented
in Figure 4, but the shifter and the AND-gate are replaced by another 4-input
MUX. The inputs to the second MUX are 0, z, z << 1 and z << 2, where z is
the output from the first MUX. The results of different implementations are
presented and analyzed in sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.4. The source code for
implementation 2) is presented in appendix B.3. The code includes the complex
number trick presented in section 2.4.
The third stage is the compression array, which is definitely the hardest part
from the implementation point of view. To make the compression array to support
any size and number of partial products is a tough challenge. The algorithm used
for the compression array was developed by the author. An example of the
invented algorithm is presented in Figure 13. The example represents the
compression of 16x13-bit multiplication. The multiplicand was reduced to 13 bits
to make the figure a bit narrower. In case of 16x16-bit multiplication, there would
be three more columns in the middle.
There were three goals while developing the algorithm: to minimize the use
of half-adders, to maximize the number of full-adders and to simplify the
implementation. The goals sometimes conflicted with each other, so some
compromises had to be made. The development started based on the Wallace tree
but to simplify the implementation, the same approach as in the Dadda
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compression was applied to reorganize the bits at the initial phase. The goal of
minimizing the use of HAs made the algorithm to diverge even more from the
Wallace tree. Because of that, it can be observed in Figure 13 that HAs are
sometimes used even though it would be possible to use FAs. It was later noticed
that the developed algorithm has some resemblance to the Reduced Area
multiplier presented in [29]. The algorithm differs from the Reduced Area
multiplier in a way that it tries to maintain the “nice” shape of the bit matrix to
simplify the implementation. The shape of the matrix is maintained so that the
tallest column is in the middle and the columns to the left and right are shorter
or equally tall.
As presented in the example below, the algorithm consumes 39 FAs and 13
HAs. For comparison, the Wallace tree would consume 41 FAs and 33 HAs. The
difference in HAs is large! An advantage in the Wallace tree is that the final adder
is three bits shorter but that doesn’t really compensate for the area wasted in the
HAs. This result doesn’t prove that the invented algorithm would be superior,
but at least it suggests that the Wallace tree is not suitable in high-radix
multiplication where the compression array tends to be much wider than taller.

Figure 13: An example of the developed compression array algorithm in case of
16x13-bit multiplication.
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The goal to simplify the implementation wasn’t achieved. There are lots of
exceptions in the algorithm which made the implementation tricky. This can be
observed in the source code presented in appendices B.4 and B.5. There were also
few not-so-smart decisions made during the implementation which added some
complications. For example, the implementation does the compression row-wise
when it should have been done column-wise. It compresses three rows into two
rows at once using FAs and HAs. Rules for determining when to use FA and
when HA are complicated because they include many exceptions. This can be
observed in a function named “row_compression” in appendix B.5.
Otherwise the implementation was done cleverly by exploiting recursive
template functions. With recursive template functions it was possible to create a
structure that scales nicely and supports any size and number of partial products.
Basically, the compression array is just calling that “row_compression” function
recursively until there are two rows left which are then added together in the final
adder.

3.2.2 Single and matrix-vector multiplication
The rest of the implementation is basically just connecting the pieces together.
The single multiplication is just the PPP generator, the selection block and the
compression array (including the final adder) connected together. Then the
matrix-vector multiplication consists of multiple single multipliers. Each element
in the matrix requires a single multiplier. In addition to that, each row requires
its own compression array to add together products from single multiplications
on that row. This was explained in section 2.2. The same compression array
implementation that was used in the single multiplication can be used here
because of its scalability.

3.3 Target device
The target device type was selected to be a field-programmable gate array
(FPGA). The main reason for this was that the work was conducted to support
a Nokia’s beamforming project that was also implemented on a FPGA. There was
not really an option to depart from the chosen platform. But the FPGAs are also
well-suited for prototyping because they require much less design time than
application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). The FPGAs have fixed layout
which simplifies placement and routing steps in the design flow. The fixed layout
is also good for this work because circuit/layout level optimizations are out of
scope of this work.
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The exact device used is 1SX280LN3F43E1VG which is part of Intel’s Stratix
10 SX device family. Stratix 10 series are Intel’s (formerly Altera’s) latest highend devices manufactured with a 14nm technology. The SX family devices include
a hard processor subsystem (HPS) which consists of quad-core ARM A53-Cortex
processor. The selected device is part of SX 2800 product line which includes the
third-largest devices available. The devices in the SX 2800 product line have
2800k logic elements (LEs). There are also 229 Mbits of embedded memory and
11,5k multipliers available on the devices. The selected device type has the fastest
speed grade available. [30]
Although there are multipliers readily available on the device, they are not
utilized in the implementation of this work because the goal here is to analyze
the architecture and design of multipliers developed in this work. The available
hard multipliers might anyway give a good reference point to compare with.
Instead of those multipliers, logic elements are utilized to implement the
developed multipliers on the FPGA fabric. Although utilizing the logic elements
is an inefficient way to implement the multipliers compared to readily available
hard multipliers, the benefit from utilizing them is that the final resource
utilization is one exact number which is easily comparable with other results.
The resource utilization results in this work are not presented in logic elements
but in adaptive logic modules (ALMs) instead. The ALM is a logic unit used in
Stratix 10 devices and it is equivalent to roughly three logic elements. The
structure of an ALM is presented in Figure 14. As presented the ALM consists of
an 8-input look-up table (LUT), two full-adders and four output registers. The
ALM is the basic block used to implement logic functions on Stratix 10 FPGAs.
That’s why it is used as a unit of measure for the results presented in the following
chapter. A slight problem with using ALMs as the measure of resource utilization
is that they are not always fully utilized. Some designs have better utilization of
ALM resources than others. Luckily, the tool used for the implementation is also
capable of packing low-utilized ALMs into fewer ALMs which decreases
differences between designs due to non-ideal ALM utilization. [30]
To get the final results, the RTL description generated by the HLS tool was
implemented on the device using Intel Quartus Prime Pro software. Quartus is
the software used for synthesizing RTL descriptions for Intel’s FPGA devices. It
includes also tools for placement, routing and timing analysis.
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Figure 14: The basic structure of an adaptive logic module (ALM) used in Intel
Stratix 10 FPGA devices [30].
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4

Results

In this chapter, the results from the implementation are presented. The results
are mostly about resource utilization and speed of the multiplier or
subcomponents. The results are compared to a simple reference design when
possible.
The results are organized so that in the beginning the results for the smallest
design units are presented and thereafter the results gradually move towards the
largest unit, the matrix-vector multiplier. The tools used for the results generation
are listed in Table 5. The tools are under constant development and updates for
the tools are released frequently. To get the best results, the latest tool versions
available were used. The exact target device used is 1SX280LN3F43E1VG (see
Section 3.3)
Table 5: The tools used for generating the results. Catapult is the tool used for
HLS and Quartus is the tool used for RTL synthesis.
The result
PPP generator

Selection block
Compression
array
Single
multiplication

Vector-vector

Tool name
Catapult
Quartus Pro
Catapult
Quartus Pro
Catapult
Quartus Pro
Quartus Pro
Catapult
Quartus Pro
Catapult

Matrix-vector

Quartus Pro
Catapult

Version
Notes
10.2 beta
Target 250MHz, II=1
18.0 beta (ir2) Target 250MHz
II=1, Target clock adjusted
10.2 beta
to get one cycle latency
18.0 beta (ir2) Target 500 MHz
10.2 beta
Target 250 MHz, II=1
18.0 beta (ir2) Target 500 MHz
Target 500 MHz, Optimize
18.0 beta (ir3)
Hold Timing: Off
10.2a
Target 250 MHz, II=1
Target 500 MHz, Optimize
18.0 beta (ir3)
Hold Timing: Off
10.2a
Target 250 MHz, II=1
Target 333 MHz, Optimize
18.0 beta (ir3)
Hold Timing: Off
10.2a
Target 250 MHz, II=1

The most important results are the ones obtained from the RTL synthesis
(Quartus Pro) but in some cases the results obtained from the HLS tool
(Catapult) are also presented. The results obtained from the HLS tool are just
estimates. An area estimate obtained from Catapult is called Area score. Area
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score has straight correspondence to the number of ALMs which is the resource
amount obtained from the RTL synthesis tool.

4.1 Single multiplication
The results for different subcomponents in the HLS tool are generated so that the
latency of each subcomponent is just one clock cycle. This is achieved by having
a slow enough target clock, so all operations are scheduled for one cycle. To get
results for the maximum achievable frequency FMAX, then the target clock
frequency can be raised later in the RTL synthesis tool. For example, easily
achievable frequency of 250 MHz may be used during HLS and then it may be
raised during RTL synthesis to 500 MHz, which is beyond the reachable level.
The actual target frequencies used in the HLS tool and the RTL synthesis tool
are presented in Table 5.

4.1.1 Potential partial product generator
This subcomponent generates a set of potential partial products (PPPs) from the
multiplicand. Also, the possible sign correction term is generated in this
component.
Because non-recoded radix-8 is selected as the basis for the multiplier, there
is only one parameter for the PPP generator: the length of the multiplicand. As
presented in Table 1, there are three PPPs, 3x, 5x, and 7x, whose generation
requires an adder. Also, the generation of the other potential sign correction term
requires an adder. So, basically the PPP generator consists of just four adders.
The area and resource results are presented in Figure 15. The blue line
represents the area estimate of the HLS tool and the orange line represents the
final resource amount from the RTL synthesis.
As presented in Figure 15, the PPP generator scales very linearly as a function
of the multiplicand length. The most delightful result from the figure is to notice
that the area score estimate from the HLS tool (the blue line) matches with the
ALM count produced by the RTL synthesis tool (the orange line). If this is the
case, then it is possible to get quite reliable results without running the slow
synthesis tool at all. But probably with more complex cases the results start to
diverge.
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Figure 15: The area/resource utilization of the PPP generator as a function of the
multiplicand length. The blue line represents the area estimate of the HLS tool
and the orange line represents the final resource amount from the RTL synthesis.

4.1.2 Selection block
In this subcomponent correct partial products are selected from the set of
potential partial products. Also, the sign correction term is selected from two
candidates.
Because the radix is fixed, there are only two parameters for this component:
the length of the multiplicand and the length of the multiplier. The length of the
multiplier is not very interesting parameter because the same hardware is just
replicated multiple times according to the length. The number of replicates is
given in equation (3). The length of multiplicand is a bit more interesting.
Multiple different lengths are tried out to verify the expected linear scaling. In
addition, there are few different implementations for the selection block which
make the results much more interesting. The four different implementation
approaches are listed in section 3.2.1.
The results for different multiplicand lengths and implementations are
presented in Figure 16. The orange columns and the gray line represent the results
from RTL synthesis. The blue part of the column represents the difference
between the HLS tool’s estimate and the final resource amount.
Figure 16 shows that there is now clear deviation between the area utilization
results of the HLS tool and the RTL synthesis tool (the blue part of the columns).
The HLS tool gives bit too high approximates of the area utilization. Even though
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the HLS tool’s estimate is too high, both tools give the same ranking for the
different implementations except for the implementation 4. In case of 4-input
MUXes using one-hot encoding, the RTL synthesis tool gives significantly better
results than the HLS tool. It might be that the RTL synthesis tool manages to
pack the MUXes into fewer ALMs, thus saving some resources. The area score
results for implementation 4 are the third best but the number of ALMs is the
best at least with longer operands. In the area score results, 8-input binary
encoded MUX (implementation 2) has the best results.
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Figure 16: Resource utilization of the selection block for four different
implementations and multiplier and multiplicand lengths. The orange columns
and the grey line represent the results from RTL synthesis. The blue part of the
column represents the difference between the HLS tool’s estimate and the final
resource amount.
To get an idea how the size of a MUX scales relative to the input length, some
calculations can be made based on the results. Implementation 2 is taken as an
example. By dividing the ALM results for 8, 16, 24 and 32-bit operands by the
number of MUXes, the results are 18,3; 38,4; 54,1 and 66,9 [ALMs/MUX]
respectively. If those numbers are still divided by the input (multiplicand) length,
the results are 2,29; 2,40; 2,26 and 2,09 [ALMs/bit]. These results are rather
constant which means that MUX size grows rather linearly as a function of the
input length. There is a small additional MUX related to the sign correction term
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which produces some error to the results. The error is larger with smaller input
sizes.
At least in these results, there is no clear speed difference between one-hot
encoded and binary encoded MUXes. When looking at the FMAX results, it is hard
to say which implementation would be the best because there is quite much
variation in the results. In some cases, implementation 2 is the fastest and in
other cases it is the slowest.
One reason to the not-so-consistent FMAX results is that the algorithm behind
the place-and-route is pseudo-random. For example, the placement process starts
from some location on the FPGA that is chosen pseudo-randomly. If nothing in
the setup changes, then the starting location will be the same when the placement
process is executed again. But if there is even one letter changed in one of the
source files, the starting location might be totally different. On the chosen FPGA,
this pseudo-randomness seems to have a significant impact. Based on the
experience, by changing just the seed value (initial value for the pseudo-random
generator), the results for the FMAX may vary at least ±5%. [31]
Even though comparing the previous FMAX results with each other is not very
useful, but in general the results point out that with shorter operand sizes the
selection block is faster. The difference between 8-bit and 32-bit multiplicand is
about 150 MHz (35% decrease). The decrease in the speed is probably due to
longer signal paths. When the MUXes become larger, routing becomes more
complex and signals need to travel longer paths, which increases the delay. Based
on all the observations above, implementations 2 and 4 seem to be the best
candidates for the implementation of the whole multiplication.

4.1.3 Summation block (compression array)
In this subcomponent, the partial products from the selection block are
compressed into two addends. The number of partial products depends on the
size of the multiplier and the chosen radix, that is eight in this case. All partial
products are compressed into two rows by employing the compression array that
consists of carry-save adders. The following results also include the final adder
that is needed to add together the two remaining addends after the compression
array.
There are two parameters for the implemented scalable compression array:
the multiplier length and the multiplicand length. Some illustrative examples of
the compression array in case of radix-2 were presented in Figure 8. When
considering that logical view of the compression array, it may be observed that
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the multiplicand length affects only to the width of the inputs (rows in Figure 8)
whereas the multiplier length affects mainly to the number of rows. Wider rows
mean more resources to be consumed whereas the increased number of rows means
not only more resources but also more delay for compression.
The scaling of the compression array relative to the multiplicand length is
now studied. The multiplier length is constant 16 bits and only the multiplicand
length is varied. Expectation is that resource utilization grows linearly with
relation to the multiplicand length, but the delay shouldn’t increase.
The results are presented in Figure 17. The blue area represents the difference
between area estimate obtained from HLS tool and the final resource usage
obtained from the RTL synthesis tool (the orange area). The gray line represents
FMAX result from the RTL synthesis. The target clock frequencies used in each
tool are presented in Table 5.
The compression array with different multiplicand lengths
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results from the RTL synthesis tool. The blue area represents difference between
HLS tool’s estimate and the final resource usage. The final adder is included in
the results.
The obtained results match the expectations at a high level. All the curves
representing the area grow approximately linearly with relation to the
multiplicand length. The slowly descending FMAX curve also makes totally sense.
Even though the speed of the compression array shouldn’t decrease, the overall
speed decreases due to final adder that is slowed down because of longer addends.
With 8-bit multiplicand, the final adder is 21 bits long whereas with 32-bit
multiplicand it is 45 bits. From the figure, it can be observed that the difference
in FMAX between 8-bit and 32-bit multiplicands is 100 MHz. That difference is
reasonable because the length of the final adder is more than doubled but the
speed drops only 25%. The speed of the fast final adder is inversely proportional
to the logarithm of the addend length [7].
Analyzing the FMAX curve, it can be observed that it is relatively nicely
behaving compared to the selection block results in Figure 16. The curve is rather
linearly descending except for few notches at 16 bits and 32 bits. These small
deviations from the linear trend may be explained with the random variation in
the results of the place-and-route tool as it was earlier explained.
The most interesting result is the orange area that represents the final ALM
count. The resource utilization grows quite linearly as expected but the slope
seems to get slightly steeper with longer multiplicands. The reason for that must
be either the compression array or the final adder. At least in Figure 15, the size
of adders scales very linearly. So, probably the slight nonlinearity arises from the
compression array. Anyway, the results look good because this was definitely the
hardest part of the implementation and still the results match well with
expectations.

4.1.4 Single multiplier
The single multiplier is the core component of this work. It includes all
subcomponents presented in the previous subsections, and itself is the
fundamental building block for vector-vector and matrix-vector multipliers. The
results for the implemented radix-8 multiplier are presented in this subsection.
There are two parameters in the implementation of the multiplier. They are
the length of multiplicand and the length of the multiplier. They both have
significant impact on the size and the speed of the multiplier, but in this case,
only the effect of multiplicand length is studied. As it has been discussed
previously, the multiplicand length has an effect on all the subcomponents of the
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multiplier while the multiplier length has an effect mainly on the selection block
and the compression array.
The results for the single multiplier are presented in Figure 18. The results
colored with orange and yellow represent the results with selection block
implementations 2) and 4) respectively (see Section 3.2.1). All implementations
were scheduled to have a latency of two clock cycles. The results are from the
RTL synthesis tool. The results from the HLS tool are not presented in the rest
of the work because they were not so accurate as it was seen in Figure 17.
The single multiplier with different multiplicand lengths
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Figure 18: Multiplication of two binary numbers. The precision of the operands
is presented on the x-axis. The figure presents results for two different
implementations. Implementations 2) and 4) incorporate corresponding selection
blocks (see Section 3.2.1).
The first observation from Figure 18 is that there is significant difference in
resource utilization between the two implementations. The implementations
utilize different selection blocks (see Section 3.2.1). Otherwise, they are the same.
From the results in the previous sections, it can be observed that the selection
block is by far the largest block of the radix-8 multiplier. This fact stands out
also from these results. For example, in 32x16-bit case, implementation 2) has
32% larger resource utilization which is significant. Based on the results in Figure
16, that large difference wasn’t expected. Implementation 2) was used in the
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vector-vector and matrix-vector multiplier. The resource utilization results in the
following sections would be better if implementation 4) had been used.
Because the multiplier is basically just three subcomponents connected
together, it could be expected that the resource utilization is just the sum of
resource amounts of its subcomponents. That seems to hold true at least in the
case of 16x16-bit multiplication, where the resource utilization for implementation
2) is 294 ALMs while summing the resources from the three subcomponents
results in 298 ALMs which is almost equal. The resource utilization seems to grow
at a constant rate with relation to the length of the multiplicand. That’s also
consistent with the previous results.
The performance of both implementations is good. It is even better than
expected based on the previous results. One reason for this is that in the RTL
synthesis tool, hold timing optimization had to be turned off because it introduced
problems. That might be because the tool is still in beta phase. After turning off
the hold timing optimization, the results became more consistent. Consequently,
the implementation might violate hold timing requirements.

4.2 Vector-vector multiplication
In the vector-vector multiplier, several optimizations were applied to the
compression array structure. The optimizations have had significant impact on
the overall vector-vector multiplier architecture. These optimizations may be
applied not only to radix-8 multiplier but also to other radices. The optimizations
should improve at least speed of the vector-vector multiplication remarkably.
Probably some area may also be saved. Unfortunately, details of this optimization
cannot be disclosed in this thesis due to intellectual property rights.
The proposed optimizations have fully been implemented and it is interesting
to see what kind of performance can be achieved. The following results are from
a compression array used for vector-vector multiplication with 16-bit numbers.
The results are generated with vector lengths of 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16. So, in case of
16-element vectors there are 16 16x16-bit multiplications to be computed.
The delay of the array is logarithmically (base 3/2) proportional to the
number of inputs and that is directly proportional to the vector length. Because
the delay is logarithmically proportional, it is expected that the inverse of that is
observed in the speed (FMAX) curve. The amount of resources used is difficult to
predict in this case.
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The results are presented in Figure 19. The figure includes results only from
the RTL synthesis tool. In all cases, the latency of the design is one clock cycle.
The target frequencies used are listed in Table 5.
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Vector elements are 16-bit integers. The final adder is included in the results.
In Figure 19, the speed curve matches well with the expectations. The curve seems
to be linearly descending but one must notice that the x-axis has logarithmic scale
while the y-axis on the right-hand side has linear scale. If the x-axis would have
linear scale, the curve would be logarithmically descending as expected. The 16element case makes a small exception to the linear trend – fortunately to a
positive direction. The exception might be again related to variation arising from
the place-and-route tool. The design itself shouldn’t be any better in the 16element case. Also, the final adder shouldn’t impact the results because it has
almost the same length in every case: 29 bits in the first and 33 bits in the last
case.
The resource utilization seems to grow linearly. When the number of inputs
is doubled, also resource utilization is approximately doubled. With the longest
8- and 16-element vectors, the growth seems to be bit slower than linear, which
is good.

ALMs
Fmax
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After analyzing the results for the compression array, let us now move to the
results of complete vector-vector multiplication. These results were included in
the work because matrix-vector multiplication can be thought as multiple vectorvector multiplications. The following results should reveal quite much about the
performance of the final matrix-vector multiplier because there should be clear
correspondence between the vector-vector and matrix-vector multipliers.
An interesting addition in this part is that there are results also for a reference
design. The reference design is just a very simple piece of VHDL code (see
appendix A), where multiplication operator (‘*’) is used for multiplications. It is
then up to the RTL synthesis tool how to implement those operators. There is no
further information about how those operators are implemented by the tool.
Anyway, the reference design gives good results to compare with.
In Figure 20, there are results for four different vector lengths to illustrate the
scalability of the designs. The results with orange and green color represent the
results for the developed radix-8 and reference designs respectively. The reference
design has latency of one clock cycle while the radix-8 implementation has the
latency of two clock cycles. The data precision is 16 bits in every case.
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Figure 20: The results for multiplication of two vectors (dot product). The length
of the vectors is presented on the x-axis. Data precision is 16 bits. The orange
represents radix-8 implementation while the green represents VHDL reference
design.
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In Figure 20 it can be observed that there are big differences between the two
implementations. Most of the difference in speed is probably due to different
latencies. The radix-8 implementation has one cycle longer latency and the speed
is about 130 MHz higher in all cases. Without that almost constant gap, both
speed curves are very similar.
In the resource utilization, the difference is even bigger. The difference arises
from different single multipliers. From the results of the reference design, it was
observed that a single multiplier consumed 146 ALMs while a single radix-8
multiplier consumed 294 ALMs (see Figure 18), or 228 ALMs with more areaefficient selection block implementation. The resource difference in the single
multiplier reflects to the vector-vector multiplier too. Choosing implementation
4) instead of implementation 2) for the selection block, could have saved a
significant amount of resources. The estimated savings could be up to 25% but
there would be still big gap in resources between radix-8 and reference designs.
For example, in the worst case of 16-element vectors, the resource utilization for
radix-8 would be 70% higher than reference’s, even after 25% reduction of ALMs.
The previous observation of high resource utilization for radix-8
implementation strongly suggests that the implementation is not optimal for the
chosen device and technology. The most problematic part seems to be the
selection block that consumes most of the ALMs. From the results in sections
4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 it can be observed that in case of 16-bit operands the
selection block consumes almost twice more ALMs than the PPP generator and
the compression array together (190 vs. 106). Probably the large MUXes that are
needed in the selection block cannot be implemented so efficiently on the chosen
FPGA.
It would be interesting to see whether the same problem exists if some ASIC
technology was used. At least in [18], a similar radix-8 algorithm was used in case
of 13x16-bit multiplier and the results were totally different. In that case, the
selection block was approximately as large as the compression array. Those results
indicate that the selection block could be remarkably more area-efficient when
implemented on an ASIC technology.

4.3 Matrix-vector multiplication
The final part of the results relates to matrix-vector multiplication, which is also
the main target of this work. All the previous results have been included in the
work to gain better understanding about factors that are behind the results in
this part. Quite many of those factors have already been identified in the previous
discussions and probably these final results are not offering any big surprises.
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The results are presented in Figure 21. The results with orange, light orange
and green color represent the results for the real number radix-8, complex number
radix-8 and real number VHDL reference implementations respectively. The
latency for radix-8 implementations is two cycles and for the reference
implementation it is one cycle. The number of columns of the input matrix is
fixed at four, but the number of its rows is varied. The data precision is 16 bits.
The most significant addition in the results is that there are separate results
for real and complex numbers for radix-8 implementations. It is important to note
that matrix dimensions are given for real numbers, not for complex numbers. The
computation of complex matrix-vector multiplication can be performed using real
numbers by doubling the both matrix dimensions as explained in section 2.4. For
example, a real number matrix with dimensions of 8x4 corresponds to a complex
number matrix with dimensions of 4x2.
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Figure 21: The results for matrix-vector multiplication. The matrix size is
presented on the x-axis. Orange, light orange and green colors represent the
results for the real number radix-8, complex number radix-8 and real number
VHDL reference implementations respectively.
As expected, there is still huge difference between the radix-8 and the reference
design in resource utilization. The good fact is that the difference is not as large
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as it is in the vector-vector multiplier case. The average relative difference is 98
% in the matrix-vector multiplier while in the 4-element (1x4) vector-vector
multiplier the difference is 113 %. The improvement in resource utilization is
probably due to optimization applied to the PPP generator blocks in the matrixvector multiplier.
The 1x4 vector-vector multiplier could be further compared with the Nx4 (N
is the number of rows) matrix-vector multipliers. It could be assumed that the
Nx4 matrix-vector multiplier would require N times more ALMs compared to the
1x4 vector-vector multiplier. This assumption seems to be quite close to reality.
In all the cases, except 6x4, the consumption is 4 % to 8 % less than N times the
vector-vector multiplier consumption. In the 6x4 case, the consumption is 1 %
more. Anyway, it can be concluded that the results are quite well in line with the
results of the vector-vector multiplier.
The difference between real and complex numbers in radix-8 implementation
is almost negligible. With complex numbers, just few more ALMs are consumed
compared to real numbers. This indicates that the sign inversion method
explained in the end of section 2.4 is efficient. The slight increase in ALMs might
be due to obligatory complementation of the multiplier and one bit wider inputs
to the first MUX in the selection block(s).
It could be assumed that the speed of all the implementations would remain
constant despite the number of rows in the matrix because each row is multiplied
in parallel. The reality seems to be a bit different. The speeds of radix-8
implementations are fluctuating a bit. Some of the fluctuation might be induced
by the FPGA placement process that was discussed in 4.1.2. Instead, the reference
design has a smoothly decreasing slope. Another reason for the slowdown could
be the increased area. It might complicate the placement and routing processes if
the tool tries to place all the ALMs close to each other. The speed difference
between the reference and radix-8 implementations is quite small when taking
into account the fact that radix-8 implementations have one cycle longer delay.
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5

Conclusions

The aim of this thesis was to develop an efficient matrix-vector multiplier for the
purposes of beamforming that requires matrix-vector multiplication operation to
adjust the phases and amplitudes of transmitted signals. The developed multiplier
is not heavily optimized for just beamforming, so it might be found useful in other
applications too. However, due to the highly tight real-time requirements of
beamforming, the multiplier design tries to achieve high throughput and very low
latency.
Beginning from the subcomponents of a single multiplier and ending to the
full matrix-vector multiplier, the algorithms and hardware solutions were
analyzed step-by-step. The effect of using higher radices was one of the research
targets. It was concluded, that within the scope of used technology, higher radix
increases the size of selection block but decreases the size and delay of compression
array. Comparison of different algorithms for the compression array was another
important research target. It was noted that the Dadda compression array is the
most area-efficient at least in terms of the number of full- and half-adders used.
The implementation of single multiplication was based on the algorithm
presented by David Guevorkian et al. in [18]. The algorithm is radix-8 and nonrecoded. The algorithm for the compression array was developed by the author.
It includes some ideas from Wallace’s and Dadda’s algorithms. The algorithm
reduces the number of half-adders significantly compared to the Wallace tree but
includes also some compromises made to simplify the implementation. The
matrix-vector multiplier is built using the components developed for the single
multiplier. It includes few optimizations that make it distinct from just an array
of multipliers. One of the implementation targets was to have maximally scalable
design, i.e. to support different length of multiplicands, different number of rows
and columns and to support both real and complex multiplicands.
High-level synthesis was chosen as the implementation method for the
multiplier. It was argued that the choice was not optimal in this context but in
author’s point of view there was no harm from that choice. The high-level
synthesis of C++ source code into RTL logic was performed using Catapult HLS
by Mentor Graphics. The target device for the implementation was chosen to be
an FPGA. The device was selected from Intel Stratix 10 device family that
includes Intel’s latest high-end devices.
To demonstrate the scalability and to evaluate the performance and efficiency
of the design, results for all components were generated with multiple different
parameters. The results for the selection block revealed that its resource
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utilization was relatively high compared to other stages of multiplication. Four
different implementations of the selection block were generated and it was
revealed that the implementations 2) and 4) were the most promising candidates
because they were the most area-efficient. However, the results for the single
multiplication surprised by having a significant difference in resources between
implementations with different selection blocks. Implementation 4) seemed to be
superior.
Obtained results for the designed compression array are promising. The
resource utilization is relatively low and does not increase significantly even with
longer multiplicands. The performance is also excellent. The speed decreases only
slightly with longer multiplicands. Good results for the compression array are also
observed in case of vector-vector multiplication. The total resource utilization
grows linearly but the delay increases logarithmically with relation to the vector
length.
Due to the high resource utilization of the selection block, the results of the
vector-vector and matrix-vector multipliers are not so delightful compared to the
reference design. The speeds of the two multipliers are comparable, but the
resource utilizations have large difference. Anyway, the developed multipliers
scale as expected with relation to vector length and matrix size. An almost
constant growth in resources is observed in both cases. In case of the vector-vector
multiplier, the speed decreases very slightly with relation to the vector length. It
is assumed that the observations made from the scalability of the vector-vector
multiplier should be applicable to the matrix-vector multiplier because the
matrix-vector multiplier is essentially just multiple vector-vector multipliers. The
performance of the matrix-vector multiplier remains rather constant despite the
increased number of rows.
The scalable matrix-vector multiplier has been developed and its properties
have been studied thoroughly in this work using a bottom-up approach. The
results were partly better and partly worse than expected. In the future, it would
be worth implementing the design on an ASIC technology because FPGA MUXes
consume unreasonable amount of resources. Significantly smaller resource
utilization is expected on an ASIC technology, making the design attractive choice
for beamforming and many other applications.
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A

VHDL reference design source code

library IEEE;
use IEEE.math_real.all;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
use IEEE.numeric_std.all;
package types is
constant N : integer := 16;
constant M : integer := 16;
constant ROWS : integer := 4;
constant COLS : integer := 4;
constant P : integer := M+N+LOG(2,COLS);
type vector_t is array (COLS-1 downto 0) of std_logic_vector(M-1
downto 0);
type matrix_row is array(COLS-1 downto 0) of signed(N-1 downto 0);
type matrix_t is array (ROWS-1 downto 0) of matrix_row;
type product_t is array(COLS-1 downto 0) of signed(P-1 downto 0);
end package;
entity matrix_vector is
port(
clk : IN std_logic;
matrix : IN types.matrix_t;
vector : IN types.vector_t;
product : OUT types.product_t
);
attribute multstyle : string;
end entity matrix_vector;
architecture mult of matrix_vector is
variable sum : signed(types.P-1 downto 0);
attribute multstyle of matrix_vector : entity is "logic";
begin
multiply : process(clk)
begin
if rising_edge(clk) then
for ROW in 0 to types.ROWS-1 loop
sum := 0;
for COL in 0 to types.COLS-1 loop
sum := sum +
resize(matrix(ROW, COL) * vector(COL), types.P);
end loop;
product(ROW) <= sum;
end loop;
end if;
end process;
end architecture mult;
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B

Radix-8 multiplier source code examples

B.1 Definitions (defs.h)
#include "ac_int.h"
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

M: Length of the multiplicand
N: Length of the multiplier
P: Length of the product
N_DIV3: Smallest integer that is >= N and divisible by 3
PPP: Length of the potential partial products
PP: Length of the partial products
K: Sign correction term scale
S: Sign correction TERM length.
C: Sign correction factor length

const int RADIX
const int SLICE_SIZE

= 8;
= ac::log2_floor<RADIX>::val;

// Definitions for multiplier level
// NOTE: N = 3N' or N = 3N'+1 (N' is integer)
template <int M, int N>
class defs {
public:
static const int P
= M + N;
static const int N_DIV3
= (N + 1) - (N + 1) % SLICE_SIZE;
static const int SLICE_COUNT
= N_DIV3 / SLICE_SIZE;
static const int PPP
= M + 2;
static const int PP
= M + 3;
static const int K
= N % SLICE_SIZE == 1 ? AC_MIN(N,
M + 2) : AC_MIN(N_DIV3, M + 2);
static const int C
= 3 * (SLICE_COUNT - 1) + 2;
static const int S
= N % SLICE_SIZE == 1 ? C + (M + 3
- K) : C + (M + 2 - K);
};
// Signals from ppp_generator to selection_block
template <int M, int N>
struct signals1 {
ac_int<defs<M,N>::PPP, false>
potentialPartialProducts[4];
ac_int<defs<M,N>::S, true>
signCorrection[2];
};
// Signals from selection_block to compression_array
template <int M, int N>
struct signals2 {
typedef defs<M,N> c;
ac_int<c::PP, false>
partialProducts[c::SLICE_COUNT];
ac_int<c::S, true>
signCorrection;
};

B.2 Potential partial product generator
#include "defs.h"
// Generates the sign correction factor, Cn.
// The form of this factor in 2's complement is "1 011 011 ... 011 1"
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constexpr long long int sign_correction_factor(int n, long long int
result = 2) {
return n > 1 ? sign_correction_factor(n-1, 2*result) : -(result 1)/7;
}
template<int M, int N>
void ppp_generator(
ac_int<M, true>
multiplicand,
signals1<M,N>&
out
)
{
typedef defs<M,N> c;
const ac_int<c::C, true> Cn = sign_correction_factor(c::N_DIV3);
ac_int<c::S, true> sc;
// Generate the PPPs. Let the HLS
multipliers
out.potentialPartialProducts[0] =
out.potentialPartialProducts[1] =
out.potentialPartialProducts[2] =
out.potentialPartialProducts[3] =

tool optimize the constant
multiplicand;
multiplicand * 3;
multiplicand * 5;
multiplicand * 7;

// Generate the potential sign correction terms
sc = ac_int<c::S, true>(multiplicand[M-1] * Cn) << (M + 3 - c::K);
out.signCorrection[0] = sc;
out.signCorrection[1] = sc - (ac_int<c::S, true>(multiplicand) <<
(c::N_DIV3 - c::K + 1));
}

B.3 Selection block
#include "defs.h"
template<int M, int N, bool COMPLEX>
void selection_block(
signals1<M,N>
in,
ac_int<N, true>
multiplier,
signals2<M,N>&
out
)
{
typedef defs<M,N> c;
const ac_int<c::PP, false> negZero =
(c::PP -1);
ac_int<N, true> mplier;
ac_int<SLICE_SIZE, false> index;

ac_int<c::PP, false>(1) <<

// Complement multiplier if needed for complex multiplication
mplier = COMPLEX ? ~multiplier : multiplier;
#pragma hls_unroll yes
SELECT : for (int i = COMPLEX; i < c::SLICE_COUNT; ++i) {
ac_int<c::PP, false> selection[] {
in.potentialPartialProducts[0][M-1] * negZero,
in.potentialPartialProducts[0],
in.potentialPartialProducts[0] << 1,
in.potentialPartialProducts[1],
in.potentialPartialProducts[0] << 2,
in.potentialPartialProducts[2],
in.potentialPartialProducts[1] << 1,
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in.potentialPartialProducts[3]
};
// Read a bit slice from the multiplier
// and implicitly convert it to an integer
// which is used as an index
// to select correct partial product.
index = mplier.template slc<SLICE_SIZE>(i * SLICE_SIZE);
out.partialProducts[i] = selection[index];
}
if (COMPLEX) {
ac_int<c::PP, false> selection[] {
in.potentialPartialProducts[0],
in.potentialPartialProducts[0] << 1,
in.potentialPartialProducts[1],
in.potentialPartialProducts[0] << 2,
in.potentialPartialProducts[2],
in.potentialPartialProducts[1] << 1,
in.potentialPartialProducts[3],
in.potentialPartialProducts[0] << 3
};
index = mplier.template slc<SLICE_SIZE>(0);
out.partialProducts[0] = selection[index];
}
out.signCorrection = in.signCorrection[mplier[N-1]];
}

B.4 Compression array with final adder
#include "defs.h"
#include "compression_functions.h"
template<int M, int N>
void compression_array(
signals2<M,N>
in[1],
ac_int<defs<M,N>::P, true>& sum
)
{
typedef defs<M,N> c;
ac_int<64, false> addends[c::SLICE_COUNT+1];
ac_int<64, false> compressed[2];
// Shift sign correction term(s) and PPs
addends[0] = (ac_int<64, false>)in[0].signCorrection << c::K - 1;
#pragma hls_unroll
SHIFT : for (int i = 0; i < c::SLICE_COUNT; i++)
addends[c::SLICE_COUNT - i] = (ac_int<64,
false>)in[0].partialProducts[i] << 3*i;
// Re-organize the array to make implementation easier.
// This creates a pyramid like bit array
#pragma hls_unroll
RESTRUCTURE : for (int col = 0; col < 3*c::SLICE_COUNT; col++) {
int freeSlot = col >= c::K;
#pragma hls_unroll
for (int row = c::SLICE_COUNT - col/3; row <= c::SLICE_COUNT;
row++) {
addends[freeSlot][col] = addends[row][col];
freeSlot++;
}
}
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csa_pyramid_compress<c::SLICE_COUNT+1>(addends, compressed);
sum = compressed[0] + compressed[1];
}

B.5 Functions for the compression array
#include "defs.h"
struct RowLimits {
int hi;
int lo;
};
// The limits for rows in case of 16x16 multiplication
static constexpr const RowLimits PyramidLimits[][32] {
{{31, 0}, {30, 3}},
{{31, 0}, {30, 3}, {22, 12}},
{{31, 0}, {30, 3}, {24, 9}, {22, 12}},
{{31, 0}, {30, 3}, {27, 6}, {24, 9}, {21, 12}, {18, 15}} };
constexpr int stages_left(int addendsLeft, int stages = 0) {
return addendsLeft > 2 ? stages_left(addendsLeft-addendsLeft/3,
stages+1) : stages;
}
template<int BEGIN, typename T0, typename T1>
void inline copy_bits(T0 A, T1& B) {
B.set_slc(BEGIN, A.template slc<T0::width-BEGIN-1>(BEGIN));
}
template<typename T, typename S>
void inline csa_logic(T addendA, T addendB, T addendC, S result[2],
const int LSB) {
T abxor = addendA ^ addendB;
result[0].set_slc(LSB, abxor ^ addendC);
result[1].set_slc(LSB+1, (abxor & addendC) | (addendA & addendB));
}
template<typename T, typename S>
void inline ha_compress(T addendA, T addendB, S result[2], int index)
{
#pragma hls_unroll yes
for (int i = 0; i < T::width; i++) {
result[0][index+i] = addendA[i] ^ addendB[i];
result[1][index+i+1] = addendA[i] & addendB[i];
}
}
template<int ROWS, const int ROWS_LEFT>
void row_compression(ac_int<64, false> addends[4], ac_int<64, false>
result[3])
{
constexpr const int STAGE
= stages_left(ROWS);
constexpr int ROW
= ROWS - ROWS % 3 - ROWS_LEFT;
constexpr RowLimits limits[4]
{PyramidLimits[STAGE][ROW],
PyramidLimits[STAGE][ROW+1], PyramidLimits[STAGE][ROW+2],
PyramidLimits[STAGE][ROW+3]};
constexpr const bool LOW_HA
= limits[3].lo != limits[2].lo and
limits[2].lo > limits[1].lo;
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constexpr const bool DROP_BIT
= LOW_HA or limits[3].lo ==
limits[2].lo;
constexpr const bool HIGH_HAs
= (ROW == 0 or limits[1].hi >
limits[2].hi) and limits[2].hi > limits[3].hi;
constexpr const int N_HA_ROW0
= STAGE == 1 ? 1 : limits[2].hi limits[3].hi - 1;
constexpr const int NUM_HAs
= HIGH_HAs * (ROW == 0 ? N_HA_ROW0
: limits[1].hi - limits[2].hi);
constexpr const int FIRST_HA
= STAGE == 1 or ROW > 0 ?
limits[2].hi+1 : limits[3].hi+2;
constexpr const int FAs
= AC_MAX(1, limits[2].hi limits[2].lo + 1 - LOW_HA - (ROW == 0 and STAGE > 1)*NUM_HAs);
constexpr const int FIRST_FA
= limits[2].lo + LOW_HA;
// 1. Half-adder in the low-end if there is only 3 bits to
compress and no bit to drop from row above
if (LOW_HA)
ha_compress<ac_int<1, false> >(
addends[1][limits[2].lo],
addends[0][limits[2].lo],
&result[0],
limits[2].lo
);
// 2.Half-adder(s) in the high-end if there is only 3 bits
available
// Exception: full-adder at the index just after boundary
if (HIGH_HAs) {
ha_compress(
addends[0].template slc<NUM_HAs>(FIRST_HA),
addends[1].template slc<NUM_HAs>(FIRST_HA),
&result[0],
FIRST_HA
);
}
// Low end: Drop one bit from row above if there is a bit
available
// High end: Lift one bit from row 2 to 3 to make room for a
"carry bit" from the full-adders
if (DROP_BIT)
result[1][limits[2].lo] = LOW_HA ? addends[2][limits[2].lo] :
addends[3][limits[3].lo];
result[2][limits[2].hi + 1] = addends[1][limits[2].hi + 1];
if (FAs - LOW_HA)
csa_logic(
addends[0].template slc<FAs>(FIRST_FA),
addends[1].template slc<FAs>(FIRST_FA),
addends[2].template slc<FAs>(FIRST_FA),
result,
FIRST_FA
);
// Compress remaining bits in the high end at the final stage
if (STAGE == 1) {
const int FINAL_FA = limits[2].hi + 2;
const int FAs
= AC_MAX(1, limits[1].hi - FINAL_FA + 2);
csa_logic(
addends[0].template slc<FAs>(FINAL_FA),
addends[1].template slc<FAs>(FINAL_FA),
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addends[2].template slc<FAs>(FINAL_FA),
&result[0],
FINAL_FA
);
}
row_compression<ROWS * AC_MIN(1, ROWS_LEFT - 3), ROWS_LEFT 3>(addends+3, result+2);
}
// Specialization to stop recursion
template<> void row_compression<0, 0>(ac_int<64, false> rows[4],
ac_int<64, false> result[3]) {}
template<int ROWS>
void csa_pyramid_compress(ac_int<64, false> addends[ROWS], ac_int<64,
false> result[2]) {
constexpr const int STAGE = stages_left(ROWS);
constexpr const int COMPRESSED_ROWS = ROWS - ROWS/3;
ac_int<64, false> compressed[AC_MAX(COMPRESSED_ROWS, 3)] = {0, 0};
// Initialize rows with previous values
#pragma hls_unroll
INIT_ROWS : for (int i = 0; i < COMPRESSED_ROWS; i++)
compressed[i] = addends[i/2*3 + i%2];
// Copy row 2 from previous stage to preserve bits that will be
compressed at final stage.
copy_bits<PyramidLimits[STAGE-1][2].hi + 1>(addends[2],
compressed[2]);
// 3-to-2 compression for the whole "pyramid". Exploit recursion
row_compression<ROWS, ROWS - ROWS%3>(addends, compressed);
csa_pyramid_compress<COMPRESSED_ROWS>(compressed, result);
}
// Specialization to stop recursion
template<>
void csa_pyramid_compress<2>(ac_int<64, false> addends[2], ac_int<64,
false> result[2]) {
result[0] = addends[0];
result[1] = addends[1];
}

